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This paper presents an extensive and systematic analysis of the oxygenation of semiconducting and metallic
single-wall carbon nanotubes by using the first principles pseudopotential plane wave method. Our study
involves the physisorption of oxygen molecules, chemisorption of oxygen atoms and formation of an oxide,
and deals with the equilibrium binding geometry and corresponding electronic energy structure. The binding
energies of an oxygen molecule physisorbed at different sites are determined by calculating short and long
range interactions. The triplet state of the physisorbed oxygen molecule is energetically favorable, whereas the
nonmagnetic~spin paired! state yields a relatively stronger binding energy. An oxygen atom is adsorbed on top
of the carbon-carbon bond. The zigzag bonds of the nanotubes are weakened and eventually are replaced by a
carbon-oxygen-carbon bridge bond. Chemisorption of atomic oxygen and physisorption of an oxygen molecule
modify the electronic energy structure of the bare tube in different ways. For a different coverage and pattern,
self-consistent field electronic energy structure calculations using the optimized physisorption geometry cor-
responding to the triplet ground state result in a small energy gap between unoccupied oxygen levels and the
top of the valence band of the semiconducting carbon nanotube. These results invalidate the hole doping of the
semiconducting carbon nanotube upon the physisorption of oxygen.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.67.165424 PACS number~s!: 73.22.2f, 61.48.1c, 73.20.Hb, 71.30.1hon
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en-I. INTRODUCTION
Single-wall carbon nanotubes1 ~SWNTs! are quasi-one di-
mensional nanowires and exhibit either metallic or semic
ducting properties depending on their chirality and radius2–5
One of the grand challenges of research on carbon nanot
has been the realization of nanometer optoelectro
devices.6–8 Proposed device operations on a SWNT have
lized the contacts to metal substrates and the local modi
tion of electronic properties by introducing a chemical do
ing profile or local defects, elastic radial or other types
deformation, and also by the adsorption of foreign ato
~functionalization!.9–14In particular, the search for new prop
erties to be used in technological applications has made
functionalization of carbon nanotubes a subject of both
perimental and theoretical interest. Recently, the modifi
tion of electronic properties of carbon nanotubes by the
sorption of foreign atoms or molecules has been activ
studied.14–17 Hydrogen chemisorption can give rise to dr
matic effects on the electronic and atomic structure.14 It has
been predicted that, depending on the hydrogen decora
the tube can undergo changes between a wide band ga
sulator and a metal with a high density of states at the Fe
level.18 A well-defined pattern of hydrogen adsorption c
change the circular cross section to a square one.18 Remark-
able effects on the electrical resistance of a semiconduc
single wall carbon nanotube~s-SWNT! upon exposure to
gaseous molecules such as NO2 and NH3, have been
reported.15 Collins et al.16 found similar effects for oxygen
Exposure to air or oxygen dramatically influences electri
resistance and the thermoelectric power of a single wall
bon nanotubes. A s-SWNT, which can be converted to a g
metal, and whose electronic properties can be revers
modified by surprisingly small concentration of adsorb0163-1829/2003/67~16!/165424~10!/$20.00 67 1654-
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oxygen has been proposed as a candidate for chemical se
devices. Also the metallic connects to a device made fro
SWNT could easily be realized by physisorption of O2. Ex-
perimental studies on carbon nanotube field emitters h
shown that the adsorption of ambient gases, in particular2
instantaneously induces a significant increase in the emis
urrent.19 In addition to functionalization, oxygenation in
volves other applications. For example, carbon nanotu
synthesized by using arc discharge are purified from ot
undesired, carbon based nanoparticles through oxidation
elevated temperatures, oxygen undergoes a chemical rea
preferably with the strained C-C bonds and eliminates c
bonaceous nanoparticles as well as the caps
nanotubes.20–22
Observed effects on the electronic structure of SWN
due to O2 physisorption have been subject to recent theo
ical investigations based on first-principles calculations.23–30
Spin-unpolarized band structure calculations based on
local density approximation~LDA ! predicted that the semi
conducting (8,0) tube becomes metallic, since the vale
band is hole doped by the Fermi level touching the top of
valence band as a result of O2 physisorption.
23 The analysis
based on the local spin density approximation~LSDA! has
indicated that the physisorbed O2 favors the triplet state.
While the spin-up states are fully occupied, the spin-do
states are nearly empty and hence give rise to finite den
of states at the Fermi level.23 The binding geometry and th
corresponding electronic energy structure of the2
1SWNT system, based on the first principles and fully
axed, spin polarized calculations including the long ran
interactions, have not been thoroughly investigated y
Therefore, the previous, spin unpolarized calculations of
electronic structure may not show the real effect of O2 phy-
sisorption on the electronic structure of a s-SWNT. The©2003 The American Physical Society24-1
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S. DAG, O. GÜLSEREN, T. YILDIRIM, AND S. CIRACI PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 165424 ~2003!ergetics of oxygen adsorption on the surface of graphi24
and on a (8,0) SWNT were calculated for selected site25
Adsorption and desorption of an oxygen molecule and v
ous precursor states at the edges of finite size armchair (
and zigzag (9,0) SWNTs were studied to provide an und
standing of oxidative etching process.26 Similarly, the
mechanism of the oxidative etching of the caps and walls
the small radius (5,5) armchair SWNT was investigated27
The effects of oxygen adsorption on the field emission fr
carbon nanotubes were treated by using anb initio
approach.28 The dynamics of thermal collision of O atom
with a ~6,0! SWNT is simulated byab initio calculations.29
In this paper we present a detailed, first-principles ana
sis of the oxygen adsorption on the SWNTs. Our prime m
tivation is to reveal how the adsorption of O2 and O modifies
the electronic properties. The zigzag (8,0) and armch
(6,6) tubes are taken as prototype tubes for semiconduc
~s-SWNT! and metallic~m-SWNT! single-wall carbon nano
tubes, respectively. We expect similar trends in other tu
with curvature effects being emphasized at small radii.5 In
Sec. II, we summarize the methods used in the calculati
In Sec. III we investigate the character of bonding and en
getics in the adsorption of O2. We calculate binding energ
for O2 adsorbed at different sites and coverage for both m
netic ~spin-polarized! and nonmagnetic~spin-unpolarized!
states within the density functional theory~DFT!.31 We find
that the O21SWNT system in the triplet state becomes e
ergetically more favorable, but the weak binding of O2 on a
SWNT is further weakened in the magnetic state. Moreo
in the magnetic state a small band gap opens between th
of the valence band of s-SWNT and the spin-up states of2.
Previous first-principles calculations dealing with the ph
isorption of O2 have omitted the van der Waals~vdW! inter-
action. Here, in addition to the short range~chemical! inter-
action, we calculated the long range vdW interaction
different adsorption sites of the O2. In Sec. IV, we study the
chemisorption of atomic O at different sites and found tha
certain conditions a strained zigzag C-C bond is replaced
a strong C-O-C bridge bond upon the chemisorption of
atom. Results of electronic structure calculations for2
1SWNT systems with different patterns and coverages
given in Sec. V. Discussion of results and conclusions
presented in Sec. VI.
II. METHOD
The first principles total energy and electronic structu
calculations have been performed using the pseudopote
plane wave method32 within the generalized gradient ap
proximation~GGA!.33 We carried out both spin unpolarize
and spin polarized calculations using a periodically repea
tetragonal supercell with lattice constantsasc , bsc , andcsc .
The lattice constants,asc andbsc , are chosen such that th
interaction between nearest neighbor tubes is negligible~the
minimum C-C distance between two nearest neighbor tu
is taken as;10 Å). The lattice constant along the axis of th
tube,csc , is taken to be equal to the one-dimensional latt
parameterc of the tube~which is specified as single supe
cell!. To minimize the adsorbate-adsorbate interaction, so16542i-
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calculations are performed in longer supercells by tak
csc52c ~double supercell!. We used ultra soft pseudopoten
tials for carbon and oxygen atoms34 and plane waves up to
an energy cutoff of 400 eV. Owing to the very large latti
constants of the supercell,asc andbsc , k-point sampling is
done only along the tube axis. The Monkhorst-Pack spe
k-point scheme35 is used with 12 and 6k points for single
and double supercells, respectively. For all systems we s
ied all atomic positions of adsorbate and SWNTs, as wel
c are fully optimized by using the conjugate gradie
method.
Previous DFT calculations have shown that the GGA g
erally yields a better cohesive energy than LDA which us
ally overbinds. However, relative to the GGA, the LDA pr
dicts a smaller lattice constant~or bond distance! and a larger
bulk modulus.36,37 In particular, for graphite we found tha
the LDA cohesive energy was larger than both the GGA a
experiment, but interlayer distance calculated by the G
was much larger than experiment, as well as the LDA. T
ratio of lattice parameters of graphite,cg /ag , have been
found to be 2.73 and 3.73 for the LDA and GGA, respe
tively. The corresponding experimental value38 at zero tem-
perature is 2.72. Upon including the long range interactio
described below, while the GGA value improves to 2.73,
LDA value is lowered to 2.47. This clearly shows that t
LDA overbinds. These trends are in agreement with th
found by Janottiet al.39 and Furthmu¨ller et al.40. It is well
known that both the GGA and LDA take into account on
short range~chemical! interactions, but exclude weak, lon
range van der Waals interaction. However neither of th
approximation describe correctly the asymptotic bonding
havior of neutral systems. The contribution of weak vd
interaction to the binding energy is usually omitted in t
chemisorption of atoms or molecules resulting in stro
bonding. The situation is, however, different in the case
the physisorption where the contribution of short range a
long range interactions are comparable. Therefore, in trea
the binding energy of the physisorbed O2 we include the
attractive vdW interaction, and calculate the correspond
energy,EvdW5( i j C6i j /r i j
6 , using the asymptotic form of the
Lifshitz’s formula.41–43 We assign a positive sign toEvdW
since stable binding is specified by positive energies in
present study. Herer i j is the distance between thei th O atom
and thej th C atom, and the constantC6i j is calculated within
the Slater-Kirkwood approximation44 to be 10.604 eV~Å!.6
We note, however, that this standard calculation of the v
energy may involve ambiguities due to the relatively sm
distance between the physisorbed molecule and the SW
Nevertheless, the vdW interaction is attractive and streng
ens the chemical bond.
III. PHYSISORPTION OF O 2 MOLECULES
We studied the bonding of O2 by placing the molecule a
different sites on the SWNT, and by calculating the bindi
energy corresponding to the optimized structure. Differ
physisorption positions described in Fig. 1, i.e., on top of
axial C-C bond (A site!, above the center of the hexagon
carbon rings (H site!, on top of the zigzag C-C bond (Z site!,4-2
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OXYGENATION OF CARBON NANOTUBES: ATOMIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 165424 ~2003!and perpendicular to the axis of the tube and above
adjacent zigzag bonds (T site! were considered.
The binding energy involves short and long range int
actions, i.e.,Eb5Es1EvdW . The contribution of the shor
range interaction~i.e., chemical bonding energy! is calcu-
lated by using the expression
Es5ET@SWNT#1ET@O2#2ET@O21SWNT# ~1!
in terms of the GGA total energies of the fully optimize
bare SWNT (ET@SWNT#), the molecule (ET@O2#), and O2
physisorbed on the SWNT (ET@O21SWNT#), which are
calculated by using the same~single or double! supercell and
calculational parameters. By definition,Es.0 in Eq.~1! cor-
responds to a stable and exothermic chemical bonding
some cases,Es,0 is endothermic, but it corresponds to
local minimum where the desorption of O2 from the SWNT
is prevented by a barrier. Note that the calculation of the b
molecules in the same supercell excludes the contributio
the nearest neighbor O2-O2 coupling in Es . Our results for
the bond dissociation energies of O2 obtained from the
double supercell are 8.60 and 5.86 eV for spin unpolari
and spin polarized triplet state calculations, respectively.
triplet state is the ground state of O2. The experimental bond
energy of O2 in the triplet state, 5.2 eV,
45 is in fair agreement
with the calculated value of 5.86 eV found in this study.
The vdW energies are calculated for a single O2 phys-
isorbed on a (8,0) SWNT with a cutoff distance of 1000 u
cells. Using the binding geometries determined from
minimization of GGA total energies,ET@O21SWNT#, we
calculatedEvdW’s to be 125, 155, 185, and 155 meV forA,
H, Z, and T sites, respectively. When we repeat the sa
calculations for a s-SWNT of 100 unit cell long, these wd
energies changed only by 1024 meV. We believe that this is
a reasonable convergence for a tube having finite length
adding theseEvdW values to those corresponding GG
chemical bonding energies,Es we obtain binding energie
Eb of physisorbed O2 for different sites. Calculated bindin
energies of the physisorbed O2 by using single and double
supercells at various sites for spin unpolarized and spin
larized states are listed in Table I. Our calculations of
FIG. 1. Schematic description of the physisorption sites of2
molecule on the~8,0! SWNT. Geometrical data and binding ene
gies corresponding to these sites are given in Table I. The G
optimized distance from one O atom of the molecule to the nea
C atom of the SWNT is denoted bydC2O . Es is the GGA chemical
bonding energy for the spin polarized triplet state.Eb is the binding
energy including the van der Waals interaction.16542o
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binding energy as a function of the distance between O2 and
SWNT, Eb(d)5Es(d)1EvdW(d), indicates that under the
vdW interaction the equilibrium distance moves towards
surface of the SWNT. SinceEs(d) decreases much faste
than EvdW(d) increases with decreasingd, the equilibrium
distance occurs;0.2 Å less than the GGA optimized dis
tance. Note that in these calculations GGA and vdW inter
tions are treated in different levels of approximation; wh
the first one is calculated from the first-principles, the lat
is empirical and is derived from the Lifshitz’s asymptot
formula which is valid for larged. Similar arguments are als
valid for the equilibrium distance calculated within LDA
1vdW. The latter approximation is expected to yield re
tively smaller equilibrium distance than the GGA1vdW.
The small binding energies in Table I are characteris
of physisorption. Although the spin unpolarized state of t
O21SWNT system is energetically unfavorable, we first d
cuss it for comparison with previous calculations. The stro
gest binding for spin unpolarized calculations~u! occurs at
Z-site withEs5187 meV, where O2 is placed on top of~and
parallel to! a zigzag C-C bond. The stability of theZ-site
physisorption is tested by starting from a configuratio
where the O2 molecule is rotated from the equilibrium pos
tion by 90°, and hence becomes perpendicular to the un
lying zigzag bond. Upon relaxing, the molecule rotated
wards its original equilibrium,Z-site, position. The GGA
chemical bonding energy of theA-site physisorption is cal-
culated to be 122 meV from a single supercell. However, t
energy increases to 221 meV when the O2- 2 coupling en-
ergy in the single cell is not subtracted fromEs . This can be
achieved by takingET@O2# in Eq. ~1! calculated from the
double cell as the energy of the isolated O2 molecule energy.
A
st
TABLE I. Calculated binding energiesEb of an O2 molecule at
different sites of the~8,0! SWNT. Different sites of physisorption
A, H, Z, andT sites, are described in Fig. 1. Calculation of GG
chemical bonding energies,Es are performed by using single~i.e.,
csc5c) and double~i.e.,csc52c) supercells. In the third columnu,
s, and t indicate spin-unpolarized, spin-polarized singlet state a
triplet calculations, respectively. The GGA optimized distance fr
one O atom of the molecule to the nearest C atom of SWNT
denoted bydC2O . The average bond length of O2 is 1.24 Å. The
GGA chemical bonding energiesEs exclude the O2-O2 coupling
energy except one given in the parentheses. The binding ener
Eb in the sixth column includes the van der Waals interactions.
site supercell state dC2O ~Å! Es ~meV! Eb ~meV!
A single u 2.87 122~221!
single t 2.87 232
single s 2.87 20.5
double u 2.90 141
double t 2.90 25 120
H double u 2.89 155
double t 2.89 4 159
Z double u 2.70 187
double t 2.70 227 158
T double u 3.17 172
double t 3.17 37 1914-3
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S. DAG, O. GÜLSEREN, T. YILDIRIM, AND S. CIRACI PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 165424 ~2003!The GGA spin unpolarized chemical bonding energy of O2 at
A-site is calculated in the double cell and is found to be 1
meV, i.e.,;20 meV larger than that of the single superc
value. This suggests that the bonding between O2 and the
SWNT becomes relatively stronger in the absence of O2-O2
coupling, since the charge rearrangement is affected in
presence of the latter interaction. Using a similar fir
principles method within the local density approximation J
et al.23 foundEs5250 meV for the A-site physisorption. W
repeated our calculations by using the LDA, and foundEs
5204 meV. Our LDA results are in fair agreement with th
of Jhi et al.23 and also confirm that LDA yields overbindin
as compared to GGA. Surprisingly, Moonet al.27 did not
report a physisorbed state of O2 on the (5,5) armchair
SWNT. For higher coverage, we considered that allA sites in
a unit cell of a s-SWNT are filled by physisorbed O2 mol-
ecules. The energyEs relative to the spin-unpolarized energ
of an individual O2 molecule is found to be larger than 40
meV per molecule from the single supercell. In complian
with the above arguments, the increased value ofEs with
respect to the singleA-site physisorption is due to the in
creased O2-O2 coupling, which is not subtracted from th
chemical bonding energy.
Spin polarized calculations yield relatively lower~stron-
ger! total energies,ET@O21SWNT#, and hence set the trip
let state as the ground state with a net magnetic momen
;2mB per unitcell. In this case, GGA chemical bonding e
ergies are generally weakened and atA and Z sites; they
become even negative withEs
t 525 and227 meV, respec-
tively. The spin polarized calculations yield that theT site is
the energetically most favorable site withEs
t 537 meV. Then
the binding energyEb is found to be 191 meV by addin
EvdW5154 meV toEs . This binding energy is in agreemen
with the recent measuremnt by Ulbrichtet al.46 We note that
these binding energies are small, and becomes exothe
mainly owing to the long range vdW interaction.
We also studied the physisorption of O2 on the (6,6) arm-
chair SWNT to reveal the effect of metallicity of the tube o
physisorption of O2. We consider two possible physisorptio
sites; i.e., above the center of the hexagon (H site!, and on
top of the C-C bond and perpendicular to the axis of the t
(B site!. TheB site of a (6,6) tube is similar to theA site of
a (8,0) tube, but in the former case the C-C bonds under
adsorbed O2 is highly strained, since it lies on the circumfe
ence. The binding structure and binding energies calcula
with a spin polarized GGA are given in Table II.
IV. CHEMISORPTION OF OXYGEN ATOMS
Atomic oxygen is reactive and highly electronegativ
The ground state of the atomic oxygen is the triplet state,
TABLE II. Calculated C-O distancedC2O , chemical bonding
energyEs , van der Waals energyEvdW , and binding energyEb for
O2 physisorbed on theH, andB sites, of~6,6! armchair m-SWNT.
site dC2O ~Å! Es ~meV! EvdW ~meV! Eb ~meV!
H 3.04 219 151 132
B 2.92 232 138 106165421
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d
its energy is found 0.93 eV lower than the singlet state
forms strong bonds with the substrate atoms and eventu
oxidizes the surface. For example, atomic O may break
Si-Si bond, and form a Si-O-Si on the surface of Si. In th
respect, the effect of the adsorbed oxygen on the struct
and electronic properties of a SWNT is important. T
breaking of the O-O bond of a physisorbed O2 molecule is
unlikely owing to the weak interaction with the SWNT
However, it was shown that near the defect sites of
graphite surface O2 molecule can dissociate.
24 A carbon
nanotube, that can be visualized as a graphene rolled in
cylinder, is normally more reactive than the surface of gra
ite. As a result, O2 physisorbed near the defect sites of
SWNT is expected to dissociate into atomic oxygens.47 In
fact, it was shown that there is no activation barrier for d
sociation of O2 when it is adsorbed at the zigzag edge o
SWNT.26 Owing to the concerted motion of the atoms at t
proximity of the molecule and energy gained by the in
vidual oxygen atoms engaging in the bonding with t
SWNT concomitant with the dissociation, the activation e
ergy for dissociation is expected to be low. In this sectio
we study the interaction between atomic O and SWNT, a
reveal the nature of the chemical bonding. We consider o
the short range interaction, and hence the resulting che
sorption energiesEs for the following reasons. First, the
chemisorption energies are rather high~in the range of 5 eV!,
and hence much larger than the vdW energies. Second,
shitz’s asymptotic formula may not be appropriate for re
tively smaller inter atomic distancesr i j , such asdC2O
;1.5 Å, and yields energies which may give rise to mislea
ing conclusions.43 For example, we calculatedEvdW of O
atom chemisorbed at thea-site to be 2.39 eV.
Various adsorption sites and summary of our results
shown in Fig. 2. Spin-polarized calculations yield the sing
state with a net zero magnetic moment as the ground s
Since free oxygen atom has different energies for its differ
states~i.e. theET
t @O# triplet state, theET
s@O# singlet state,
and theET
u@O# spin unpolarized state!, Es of chemisorbed O
calculated from Eq.~1! depends on which reference state
taken. For example, for thea-site chemisorption one can giv
Es
tt51.88 eV, Es
st53.16 eV, Es
ss54.09 eV, and Es
u
55.04 eV. Chemisorption energies calculated with resp
to different reference states are listed in Table III. In Fig.
the chemisorption energiesEs obtained from the spin unpo
larized calculations are shown. Interestingly, sp
unpolarized calculations are resulted with approximately
same total energy as the singlet state. On the other hand
total energy of the triplet state for thea site is found to be
1.28 eV higher~energetically less favorable! than that of the
singlet state.
Among all sites considered in this study the single O a
sorbed on top of the zigzag C-C bond~i.e. z site! is energeti-
cally most favorable withEs5Es
u55.07 eV. The hollow~c!
site, i.e. the center of the hexagons on the surface of
SWNT, appears to be a local minimum with relative
smallerEs . Whereas the adsorption on top of carbon ato
does not correspond to a local minimum, the O atom mo
toward the center of neighboring C-C bonds. Apparen4-4
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OXYGENATION OF CARBON NANOTUBES: ATOMIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 165424 ~2003!atomic oxygen favors the bonding on top of a C-C bon
where strong C-O bonds can form. The binding energies
large as;5 eV, suggest that atomic O is, actually chem
sorbed with a significant charge transfer from C to O. Mo
over, the energy gained from the chemisorption of t
atomic oxygen is more than the bond energy of O2 in either
magnetic or non-magnetic state. This implies the dissocia
of O2 followed by the chemisorption of individual O atom
is an exothermic process similar to other oxidation proces
The binding energies of O ata, and z sites are compa
rable, but the length of the C-C bond under adsorbed O
FIG. 2. Schematic description of the various adsorption site
atomic O on the~8,0! SWNT. Some relevant geometrical data a
GGA chemical bond~chemisorption! energies, corresponding t
these sites are also given.Es : chemisorption energy;dC2O : length
of the C-O bond;dC2C : length of the C-C bond under adsorbed
atom.Es is obtained from the spin-unpolarized calculations of t
total energies in Eq.~1!.
TABLE III. Calculated chemical bonding energies of chem
sorbed O atom ata andz sites. ForEs
st andEs
ss the ground state for
the oxygen chemisorbed SWNT is the singlet state, but the isol
O atom~reference state! is in the triplet state and the singlet stat
respectively.Es
tt corresponds to the both isolated O and O che
sorbed SWNTs in the triplet state.Es
u stands for the spin-
unpolarized calculation. The energy unit is eV.
a site z site
Es
st 3.16 3.18
Es
ss 4.09 4.11
Es
u 5.04 5.07
Es
tt 1.8816542,
as
-
n
s.
is
different for these different sites. The zigzag bond is elo
gated to 2.16 Å upon O chemisorption at thez site, while the
length of the axial C-C bond is practically unaltered after
chemisorption at thea site. The elongation of the zigza
bond followed by the contraction of the C-O bonds indica
that the C-C bond of the bare SWNT is either broken
weakened after the chemisorption of O. One can argue th
the a site the C-C bond could have not broken, if it is co
strained by the periodic boundary condition. Binding en
gies (Es54.72, 4.99, 5.03, and 4.84 eV! and stress (s
5245.9, -19.2, 9.2, and 37.8 kB! calculated for different
values of lattice parameter (c54.35, 4.30, 4.25, and 4.20 Å!
invalidate this argument, and confirm the fact thatc changes
slightly upon the chemisorption of a single O atom. Then
question as to why the C-C bond at thez site is broken upon
the chemisorption of O, but that at thea site, can be an-
swered by the fact that the zigzag bonds are highly strai
and hence theirsp2 character are modified.17,5 This is an
important manifestation of the curvature effect.4 Experimen-
tally, it was shown that oxygen exposure first oxidizes, a
eventually etches away the nanotube with the sma
radius.48 Earlier, we showed that the binding energy of A
and H increases at the high curvature site of a SWNT un
a circumferential elliptic deformation.17 It is, therefore, ex-
pected that the reactivity of the SWNT for oxygen chem
sorption, even the dissociation of an O2 molecule, can be
enhanced at the high curvature sites which is realized by
applied radial deformation. The charge density contour p
on planes passing through the O atom chemisorbed at e
a or z sites and the underlying C-C bond are compared
Fig. 3. In the case ofa-site chemisorption we see that th
C-C bond survives with a characteristic bonding charge,
new C-O bonds are formed. On the other hand, while
C-C bond ofz-site is weakened, even is broken, the C
bonds become stronger as compared to the similar bond
a-site chemisorption.
Other relevant sites and configurations in O chemiso
tion are also included in Fig. 2. The binding energies do
change significantly in the case of more O atoms are che
sorbed at neighboring sites. Notably, the total binding ene
of two O atoms chemisorbed on top of adjacent zigzag bo
~i.e., zz-site chemisorption! is ;10.4 eV, 4.5 eV higher than
the bond dissociation energy of the bare O2 molecule in the
triplet state. Therefore the chemisorption of two O ato
following the dissociation of physisorbed O2 molecule in the
triplet state is exothermic. The comparison of theaz1- and
az2-site chemisorption reveals that the zigzag C-C bond
stabilized by an adjacenta-site chemisorption. However, thi
bond is broken whena- andz-site chemisorptions are farthe
apart. In theazzconfiguration the average binding energy
three O atoms is lowered, but is still close to the bindi
energy of a single O. This implies that higher coverage o
atom on the SWNT can be stable. We examined two differ
high oxygen coverage corresponding to the oxidation of
nanotube. These are half coverage,~where oxygen atoms ar
adsorbed to all thea sites! and full coverage,~where oxygens
are adsorbed to alla andz sites of SWNT!. The half cover-
age was stable with an average binding energy of 4.96 eV
the case of full coverage, O2 molecules reformed due to th
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plots on a plane containing an O
atom and the nearest C-C bond
the case ofa-site chemisorption
~a! and z-site chemisorption~b!.
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V. ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE
In the previous sections we studied the atomic struct
and energetics of O2 and O adsorption on a s-SWNT and
m-SWNT, and revealed various stable adsorption sites~and
patterns! at different coverage. In this section, we will exam
ine the electronic structure corresponding to these adsorp
patterns. Because of supercell method used in the pre
study we obtain energy bands and density of states co
sponding to a periodically repeating adsorption pattern.
the energy level structure of a single adsorbate,
adsorbate-adsorbate interaction indigenous to the supe
method can be reduced by taking relatively longer cell siz
allowing longer nearest neighbor distances. Under these
cumstances the bands are flatten and represent the e
level of the dopant.
First we studied the electronic energy structure of an o
gen molecule physisorbed on A-site of (8,0) SWNT. A
though A-site is not energetically most favorable site we c
sider it in order to compare our results with those of Jhiet
al.,23 who performed first-principles LDA and LSDA calcu
lations for a single O2 physisorbed per unit cell.
In Fig. 4~a! we present the band structure of the bare (8
SWNT, which is a semiconductor with a band gapEg
;0.7 eV atG-point between the bottom of the conductio
bandEC and the top of the valence bandEV . The p* 2s*
hybridized singlet state is in the conduction band.4,5 The free
linear chain of O2 molecules, in principle, has a weak bon
ing state with an equilibrium lattice parameter slightly larg
than c. In Fig. 4~b!, the free linear chain of O2 in registry
with the (8,0) tube has half filled doubly degenerateppp*
bands. For the triplet state,~which is energetically more fa
vorable than the spin unpolarized state as well as sin
state! these bands split into two doubly degenerate ba
@ppp* (↑) and ppp* (↓)]. The ppp* (↑) bands are filled
and separated from the emptyppp* (↓) bands by an energy
gap of ;2 eV. In Fig. 4~c! spin unpolarized GGA calcula
tions with csc5c yield doubly degenerate, half filledppp*
bands in the band gap for the physisorption of O2 at theA
site. The Fermi level touching the top of the valence bandEV
makes the system metallic.16542O
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The above situation is, however, changed in the spin
larized calculations, which yields the triplet state as t
ground state. Under these circumstances two Oppp* bands
split into four bands; two of them occur;2 eV below the
valence band of s-SWNT. The remaining two empty ban
rise 350 meV aboveEV at theG point and make a band ga
of 90 meV@see Fig. 4~d!#. Therefore, the hole doping pictur
developed from the LDA and LSDA calculations23 does not
appear in the present spin polarized GGA calculation, si
the bands of the triplet ground state open a band gap
reveal the source of disagreement between the present G
FIG. 4. ~a! Spin unpolarized energy bands of the~8,0! bare
s-SWNT; ~b! spin polarized~dashed lines! and spin unpolarized
~solid lines! energy bands of the linear O2 chain with the same
lattice parameterc; ~c! spin unpolarized energy bands of the O2
physisorbed on the~8,0! tube with Oppp* state pinning the Fermi
level. ~d! Spin polarized bands corresponding to~c!. Zero of energy
is taken at the Fermi level shown by the dash-dotted line. Up-s
and down-spin bands are indicated by corresponding arrows. H
csc5c.4-6
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OXYGENATION OF CARBON NANOTUBES: ATOMIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 165424 ~2003!results and the LSDA results of Jhiet al.,23 we carried out
LDA and LSDA calculations~with the binding geometry
used by Jhiet al.23 and also with fully relaxed atomic struc
ture, and using different types of pseudopotentials and cu
energies!. We found that all our LDA~spin-unpolarized! cal-
culations are in agreement with our spin-unpolarized G
calculations yielding Oppp* band overlapping with the top
of the s-SWNT valence band, and hence are confirming
results of Jhiet al.23 However, all our LSDA calculations
~corresponding to the triplet ground state! have resulted in a
significant band gap~of 140–90 meV! agreeing with the
present spin polarized GGA results.
Note that the bands here are only the artifact of the su
cell method, and hence in the absence of band dispersion
energy level due to the single physisorbed O2 and the top of
the s-SWNT valence band,EV shall be relatively larger than
the calculated band gap. Our arguments are better expla
by double cell calculations in which the O2-O2 coupling is
reduced due to the large distance (;7 Å) between neares
molecules. In Fig. 5 we summarize our results for spin
polarized and triplet ground state bands obtained fr
double cell calculations. Owing to relatively large O2- 2 dis-
tance, the bands related with the physisorbed molecule
be taken as if the energy levels of the single adsorbate.
see that spin-paired bands in Figs. 5~a!–5~d! ~which are in
fact energetically unfavorable! comply with the hole doping
picture23 for all sites except theZ site. For the latter, half
filled O2 states are 0.2 eV aboveEV . On the other hand, the
situation is rather different for triplet ground state bands
lustrated in Figs. 5~e!–5~h!. A sizable energy band gap o
0.2–0.4 eV occurs betweenEV and the unoccupied spin
down bands@Oppp* (↓) states# of oxygen molecule. This
situation eliminates the hole doping picture. The dispersi
lessOppp* (↓) bands indicate that the coupling between2
molecules are negligible.
The effects of band formation are examined by study
the electronic energy structure corresponding to various
terns of physisorbed O2. In Fig. 6 we show the band struc
tures and density of states calculated for the zigzag chain
row of O2 physisorbed on an (8,0) s-SWNT in the tripl
ground state. In the zigzag chain, O2 molecules are placed
initially above the adjacent axial C-C bonds~i.e. A sites!, but
upon relaxation they are tilted by 40° and inclined side wa
to increase O-O separation of nearest molecules. We ca
lated the chemical bonding energyEs556 meV/molecule.
Since the number of O2 molecules per single cell is doubled
the Oppp* (↑) andOppp* (↓) bands are doubled as com
pared to those illustrated in Fig. 4~d!. The system is a semi
conductor with a direct band gapEg;0.4 eV. As clearly
seen from the total and partial density of states theOppp*
bands are split by;2.5 eV upon spin polarization. The ban
structure of the O2 row in Fig. 6~b! displays a slightly dif-
ferent situation. Here the gap between the lowestOppp* (↓)
band andEV reduced to 25 meV at theZ point; it is so far the
smallest band gap we obtained from spin polarized calc
tions. While this band complies with the hole doping pictu
since its is in the range of thermal excitation at room te
perature, the metallization of the s-SWNT is still too far.
The electronic energy structure of higher O2 coverage was16542ff
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further analyzed by a system where initially O2 molecules
are physisorbed to allA sites of the (8,0) tube. Upon relax
ation of the system, the distance between O2 molecule and
SWNT surface has increased continuously. This indica
that under increased O2-O2 coupling the chemical bonding i
weakened and eventually molecules start to escape from
surface of a s-SWNT. The vdW interactions was needed
keep the molecules attached to the s-SWNT. At each ste
ionic relaxation, the bands derived from the bare s-SW
and molecular oxygen are clearly identified. This situati
suggests a negligible mixing between O2 and s-SWNT states
In fact, the bands of the bare s-SWNT remain practica
unchanged, and the states of O2 are broadened into band
owing to the intermolecular coupling. Several bands deriv
from Oppp* (↑) states form a sharp peak at;2 eV below
EV . Empty bands derived fromOppp* (↓) states always
occur always aboveEV , and appear as another peak. Even
full coverage we see that empty O2 states and highest filled
FIG. 5. Spin unpolarized and spin polarized bands of O2 phys-
isorbed on different sites of~8,0!. calculations are performed b
using double cells. The adsorption sites are shown by insets~a!
Spin-unpolarized and~e! triplet state bands forA-site physisorption.
The total density of states with thin and dashed lines, and pa
density of states of adsorbed O2 with thick lines are presented in
panel~e!. The zero of energy is taken at the Fermi level indicated
dash-dotted lines.~b! spin-unpolarized and~f! triplet state bands for
the H site. ~c! and~g! are same for theT site; ~d! and~h! for the Z
site. For the triplet state in left panels, the spin-up and spin-do
bands are shown by dashed and thin lines.4-7
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S. DAG, O. GÜLSEREN, T. YILDIRIM, AND S. CIRACI PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 165424 ~2003!s-SWNT states are separated by a gap of;100 meV, so that
the electron transfer from a SWNT to empty O2 states and
hence the metallization of the tube is prohibited. Under th
circumstances, the s-SWNT1O2 system can be viewed b
two semiconductors forming a two-liquid system. The fi
one is due to an O2; the second one is due to a s-SWNT. T
excitation of the electrons from s-SWNT bands to O2 states
may mediate intermixing of these two liquids.
The energy band structure of a m-SWNT exhibits int
esting modifications upon O2 physisorption. In Fig. 7 we
show the band structure of O2 adsorbed at theH site of the
metallic (6,6) armchair tube. Similar to previous cases, h
the O21(6,6) system is in the triplet ground state. The fl
and unoccupied bands derived from theOppp* (↓)-states
occur 0.25 eV above the Fermi level. The degeneracy ofp-,
p* (↓) bands of the bare (6,6) tube at the Fermi level,
lifted and a band gap of;0.4 eV opens upon the physisorp
tion of O2. However, the O21(6,6) system is still metal
since half filledp* (↑) andp(↑) bands of (6,6) tube cross a
the Fermi level. The form and character of energy bands
O2 physisorbed at theB site are essentially similar to those
the bands illustrated in Fig. 7.
Electronic states of oxygen atom chemisorbed on
SWNT depends on the coverage and pattern of adsorp
FIG. 6. ~a! Spin polarized electronic energy band structure
the zigzag chain of O2 adsorbed above the adjacent axial C-C bon
along the axis of a~8,0! s-SWNT as shown by the inset. Solid an
dashed lines are the spin-down and spin-up bands. The zer
energy is taken at the Fermi levelEF indicated by the dash-dotte
line. ~b! Corresponding total density of states of s-SWNT1 O2 and
partial density of states on the oxygen atoms are shown by solid
dashed lines.~c! Band structure of the row of O2 physisorbed atT
sites as shown by the inset.~d! Same as~b!.16542e
t
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For example, since single oxygen~per unitcell! chemisorbed
at thea site gives rise to flat bands belowEV , the band gap
of (8,0) SWNT remains unaffected. However, as a w
known and usual effect of oxygen, the band gap of (8,0) tu
opens up to 3.64 eV when alla-sites are filled by the chemi
sorbed oxygen atom.
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we studied the interaction between carb
nanotube and oxygen and resulting effects on the electr
structure. The physisorption of O2 molecules and chemisorp
tion of O atoms are investigated for different coverage a
adsorption patterns. Our results obtained from spin polari
calculations reveal the following:~i! An O2 molecule can be
adsorbed at different sites on a SWNT with comparable bi
ing energies. Adsorption at theT site of a (8,0) tube is found
to be energetically most favorable. The ground state of
adsorbed O2 molecule is the triplet state with a net magne
moment of 2mB Bohr magneton. The binding energies ca
culated by including short and long range interactions
small and characteristics of physisorption.~ii ! Stable chain
formation and also a uniform coverage of O2 molecules in
the triplet ground state on a s-SWNT are also possible. S
physisorbed O2 has net magnetic moment in the groun
state, new magnetic molecules~or nanomagnets! can be con-
structed as a result of O2 decoration.~iii ! GGA electronic
structure calculations performed for optimized atomic geo
etry corresponding to the triplet ground state indicate that
unoccupiedOppp* (↓) bands~states! of O2 occur 0.2–0.4
eV above the top of the valence band of the s-SWNT. O
the row of O2 among different patterns studied in this pap
yields a band gap as small as 25 meV. No matter how
coverage and pattern of adsorbed O2 are, the Fermi level
always occurs above but close toEV . The energy position of
Oppp* (↓) bands are robust and are not affected by sm
shift of the GGA optimized equilibrium position of O2 under
f
s
of
nd
FIG. 7. Electronic energy band structure of the O2 molecule
physisorbed at theH site of the~6,6! SWNT as described by the
inset. Spin-up and spin-down bands are shown by dash-dotted
continuous lines, respectively. The zero of energy is taken atEF .4-8
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OXYGENATION OF CARBON NANOTUBES: ATOMIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 165424 ~2003!van der Waals attraction. According to these results the h
doping of the s-SWNT by the physisorption of O2 is not
valid. This conclusion is also corroborated by Deryckeet al.7
who showed that the main effect of oxygen physisorption
not to dope the bulk of the tubes but to modify the barriers
the metal-semiconductor contact. It should be noted that
metallization of the tube can occur only by the lowering
Oppp* (↓) states and dipping into the valence band of
s-SWNT. As a result, charge is transferred from the s-SW
to the molecule, whereby the physisorption state chan
into a chemisorption state. This argument is corroborated
the fact that the sameppp* (↓) level of a single O22 mol-
ecule is lowered significantly. It appears that the lowering
Oppp* (↓) state and hence electron transfer from C ato
to O2 does not occur by itself; it may be prevented by
kinetic barrier.46 Perhaps adsorption at a different enviro
ment, such as a defect site and impurity, or other factors h
to overcome the kinetic barrier.~iv! The metallic (6,0) arm-
chair tube remains to be metallic after the physisorption
O2. ~v! The characters of binding and range of the bind
energy of O2 adsorbed on the metallic (6,6) armchair tu
are similar to those on the semiconducting (8,0) tube.~vi!
Dissociation of the O2 molecule and then chemisorption o
individual O atoms is an exothermic process. However,
O2 molecule physisorbed on a perfect (8,0) tube cannot
sociate by itself at low temperature, owing to a finite activ
tion energy. Our calculations predict that individual O ato
are adsorbed preferably on top of the C-C bonds and b,
d
s
J
pl.
e
.
A.
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with C atoms by forming directional O-C bonds. On th
other hand, a metal atom like Al favors theH site, leading to
non-directional bonds between metal atom and
SWNT.17,49 The axial C-C bond survives after an oxyge
atom is chemisorbed on top of this bond. In contrast, upo
chemisorption the zigzag C-C bond is broken while C
bond is strengthened. The oxidation of the nanotube in
conventional sense starts with the breaking of the strai
zigzag C-C bonds upon the chemisorption of O. The ba
gap of the (8,0) tube is further opened at a high O covera
Note added in proof: We calculated the physisorption sta
of O2 at thez-site to be;0.85 eV energetically more favor
able than the chemisorption state in Ref. 50, which w
brought to our attention recently. We note that this chem
sorption state is neither easily accessible from the physis
tion state, nor conforming to the hole doping picture beca
of its energy band gap of;0.5 eV.
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